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weat~1er of Natal shows a disbnct r.ig:htecn-yeal' periodicalfhi.ct~ta
hon in 1'ain1' .. ll similar to that which has been tnlcecl in so many other
parts of the world. . Thus the epochs of heaviest rainfall in Natal centrc
round the years 1855-q6, 18'1'3-74, and 1892,-93, which are sel)urated by
intcrvals of .about eighteen to nineteen years, anel dlll'ing the last two
J'ears there have ,occurred lllany indications that there will be a similar
. 'f:\ceptionally heavy rainfall centreing rOllnd the year 1910-11, at a similar
intenal of about 'eighteenyea1's.
'1'his excess· of rain is usually slJl'ead
·ever a period of some iiYe years, with generally an int.ervenil}.g cl ry year
neal' the beginning of the epoch of 11eayier rains: sometimes in tbe thir9.
'year, but more usually in the second year of the group.
'rhe actnal cause of this periodical variations.in the rainfall of Natal
has not yet been definitely ascertained. It is easy to find a plausible
,e:\planation, but the' clifficulty is to establish that this, and this alone, is
-Jhc tn~e explanation.
'1'0 effect t,his proof it is necessary to have the
means of testing the cl ifferent possible hypothical causes by seeing how
iar the minor featurE'S 'Jf each hypothesis are in accord with the actual
minor fluctuations shOlv'n by' the observed rainfall, and not, merely rest
.ccntent with showing that one or these possible causes'suffices to explain
an eighteen-year inequalit}T in the rainfall. But the details of the minor
fedures of this fluctuation in the rainfall can only be c1erived from the
C')l1l}Jul"lson of the observations of a consic1erablenumber of years, Sllffi.cient in number tu extend over several complete periodical variations in
t.he raip.fall.
.
At present the necessary. data do not exist, as propel' recorcls arc not
.. available for thc earlier years, bnt. they ar." being gradually accumulated
by the observations that are being systematically mane at the Observatory
at Durban and its subsidiary stations.
Ai> far as the observed variations are available, they seem to indicatt:.
that the origin of the excessive rainfall in J'fatal at these periods is clue
io the grac1ual northerly drift of the' great rain belt, )vhose normal position
:is to the sout.h-east of ihe Oape Colony.
F~om some cause, at these
Jleriocls this great southerly rain belt seems FO move sufficiently .. towards
the north as to impinge on the coast of South-EI.).st Africa, and produce
lwavy and continuous r3:in storms when: it is deflected by the ranges' of
;lofty mountains lying close to the c o a s t . . , b, .
This alternate c1rift to the north .anq·south:is a normal feature "oili ."
:thE: great cloud belt extending over the southern portion of the Indian
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Ocean, and reaching its greatest intensity in about 40 degs., S. latitude.'
usually' its sway on either side oiits mean position does not exceed a few
degrees, but at intervals of some eighteen· years 'the drift is sufficient to
~nable it to' reach the coast of Natal, and then the' rainfall rises from
twenty to fifty per celli:. above its -average' amoun(
It is noteworthy that the' epoch of these heavy ramfallS' coincides:
with 'that of the approach of the node of the moon's olbit to the position
of the vernal or spring equinox, when the inclination of the plane of the
moon's orbit to the plane of the terrestial equator reaches its inaotimum
y~tlue, as if there were Borne connection between t:h~ two occurrences; and
this coincidence points to a possible cause of this eighteen-year fluctuation
in the rainfall.
.
The attraction of the moon on the terrestial' atmosphere must have
the effect of deforming it into fin ellipsoidal form' WIth the longest axis:
in the plane of the mOOlj's orbit, pointing a little behind the actual place
of the moon in its orbit. And as the earth is itself spheroidal in form
with its longest diameter in the plane of the equator, the effect of this
deformation in the form of the earth's ahnosphere under the attraction
of the moon must be considerably enhanced when the plane of the maxill1um diametel' of the atmosphere no longer coincide~ with that of the
earth. When the node orthe moon's orbit is near the vernal equinox, the
inclination of the plane of the moon's orbit to the plane of the equator
I reaches its maximum value, and the range of the moon's distance from
the equator reaches as much as 28 degs. on either side, whereas when the
moon's node is near the autumnal equinox- the moon never departs more
than 18 deg<;. from the I~quator. Hence if- the great rain belt has any
tendency to follow the d~formation of theati{~:Qsphere llllder the attraction
of the moon, as it should according to theory,- then 'the greatest northerly
drift will occur when [,he moon's node approaches -the vernal equinox, and
-this is cxactly what is indicated by the observations.
'
It is to be noted,that this is purely a local cause affecting Soutb,Fast Africa, and not necessarily holding of any other place. The great'
'cloud belt sways backwards and forwards over its mean place every yea:r,
owing to the motion of the sun, first to the ,north and then to ,the south
('very year, but this motion is not sufficient to bring it into contact with
South Africa under ordinary conditi?ns. The effects of the attraction of
the moon is to increase the sway of the cloud bel.t, and when this effect
reaches its maximum e';·ery eighteen years' it suffices to bring the clouds
belt on to the coast of South-East Africa. This by itself might not he'
-sufficient to prod~ce any marked increase in th~ rainfall of the year, were
it not for the effect of the lofty ranges (,f mountains bordering this'
portion of the coast of Africa, which, by deforming the rain beU, break
i~ up, and prqduce heavy rain-storms whenever this occurs.
Were there no snch cloud belt' -\vith -its' great accumulation of mois-
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'ture, this motion of the atmosphere might produce no effect on the local
rainfall, and the actual effect in increasing the rainfall obviously must
depend 'on the amount of aqueous vapour accu'mulated in the. cloud belt
at the time.
. The actual existence of this great cloud belt must be ascribed to the
aetion of the sun, and any changes in this effect of the sun must affect
not only the dililensions of the cloud belt but also the amount of
potential rain in the form of great accumulations of aqueous vapour. Hence,
. if it be true, as many meteorologIsts believe,that there IS an eleven~year
periodical variation in the,action of the sun, giving rise to a similar elevenyear periodical variation in the density of the great ten;estial cloud belt,
thEm this variation will give rise to corresponding variations in the e,xtr~
amount of rain falling at the epoch when this cloud belt reaches the coast
of Natal at intervals of eighteen years. When this period of heavy rainfall coincides with the period of greatest density of cloud belt as produced'
by the varying action of the sun, then the excess of rainfall will be very
beavy; but when it coincides with the view of least density of the cloud
belt, then the exceES of rainfall will be comparatively insignificant.
It is noteworthy that three eleven or twelve year solar periods of
variation in density of rain belt are not very different from two eighteen
year lunar periods, so that every thirty-five or thirty-six years the two
should coincide and give rise to a specially heavy excess of rain, similar
to that which is recorded by the observations. Thus the excess of rainfall
ne:1r 1855-56 and 1892-93 was much heavier than that at the lntefJllec1iate
eighteen year epoch in 1873-74. If this be so the coming h'eavy rains of
IH10-11 will not be so heavy as those of. either 1855,-56, or 1892-93.
It is distinctly to be remembered that :r:mch of this is 'mere hypothesis
at present, and so it must remain until the observations in South-East
Africa have sufficiently accumulated to enable adequate tests to be applied
ar.d definite theories to be formed and properly tested.
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BOOK ON TlwUT.-Readers of the Journal interested in trout, may
be glad to know that an interesting and discursive little book has lately
been published by Messrs. Adam and Oh'1rles Black, London, from the
pen of Mr. Wilson';II .. Armistead;: on "Trout Waters: Management and
Angling." The book i~ written with a kn~wledge based upon a considerable amount of personal observation and experience, and the views
and experiences of the author are narrated m a pleasant and attractive;
manner. The pric-e of the book is 3s. Gd.

